TECHNICAL DATA SHEET

Hard floor
polish
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
A waterborne environmental friendly protective refresher for
varnished or lacquered wooden floors and parquet floors.

TECHNNICAL DATA
SOLUTION
COLOUR
PH
VOC
DENSITY

water
clear
8-9
2%, very low content of VOC
1,05 ±0,05 kg/dm3

USE

0,75L

For all types of indoors unwaxed, varnished, sealed or lacquered
wooden floors and parquet floors. Coverage: 30 - 40 m2/l.
- New varnished or lacquered floor: wait 14 days after application
of the finish before applying Hard floor polish. Remove all loose
dirt with a vacuum, brush or sweeper.
- Unpolish varnished or lacquered floor: Use first Hard floor cleaner
on very dirty floors to remove all greasy and dried up dirt stains.

APPLICATION
Pour some Hard floor polish on the floor. Spread it out with a
clean, non-fluffing cloth or mop and finish it in strokes in the
direction of the grain of the wood floor. Continue in sections until
the entire floor is done. Keep your cloth wet and do not use it to
spares otherwise streaks may occur. Finish in even strokes otherwise a cloudy finish will occur. Clean floor completely, otherwise
uneven sheen will occur.

SPECIAL QUALITIES

As with all wood ﬁnishing always do a test area ﬁrst to
safeguard against an undesirable outcome. This technical data sheet is merely a guide and not a guarantee.
All products are formulated to the best of our knowledge. The information is given as a result of many years
experience. This product has had extensive tests carried
out.

Keep out of the reach of children. Do not mix with other cleaning
products. If swallowed, seek medical advice immediately and show
this container or label.
- Hard floor polish is not a cleaning product, it does not remove
dirt or stains from the floor. As cleaning product use Hard Floor
Cleaner.
- Do not use the product on waxed or oiled floors.
- Test the product first on a small surface, on very absorbing water
sensible woods like berk and guatambo it may decolor the wood
slightly.
- Do not mix with other cleaning products.
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For regular maintenance, use Hard floor fresh. When the general
aspect of the floor starts to dull, apply a new coat of Hard floor
polish. On floors with normal traffic, this is about 4 times a year.
After 5 to 10 coats it is better to remove the coats Hard floor polish
with Hard floor cleaner and start over.
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PRODUCT INFORMATION
Storage: unopened in original packaging: 12 months. Store dry
conditions between 5 and 25°C. Protect from frost.

DRYING TIMES
Let it dry for 1 hour before letting the traffic go over it again. If a
higher sheen is desired, a second coat can be applied after 2
hours, but finish the second coat in the opposite direction of the
first coat. There is no need to buff the finish, Hard floor polish is
auto-lustring. After finishing, rinse the mop or clothe well with
lukewarm water.

0,75L

As with all wood ﬁnishing always do a test area ﬁrst to
safeguard against an undesirable outcome. This technical data sheet is merely a guide and not a guarantee.
All products are formulated to the best of our knowledge. The information is given as a result of many years
experience. This product has had extensive tests carried
out.
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